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The method
of repeated

readings
S. JAYSAMUELS I

retarded elemen
tary school student asks for a
AMENTALLY
stopwatch for his birthday so that he
can keep track of his gains in reading
speed with each rereading of short
paragraphs he has selected. An adult
a history
failure
of reading
with
to reread a passage after
continues
her tutor has left because for the first
time she is reading with fluency. In a
junior high school remedial reading
classroom,

a group

of

students

wear

is rereading a story
ing earphones
while simultaneously
listening to it
on

a

tape

recorder.

share a little
These
situations
known
and easily used technique
of repeated read
called the method
ings. Some teachers are familiar with
this technique and have used it, but it
for building
is so useful
reading
to be more
it
that
deserves
fluency
widely known and used.

tests at several
have shown
this simple method
improves reading fluency
and comprehension.

IEmpirical
universities

to point out that
It is important
for
repeated reading is not a method
all
skills.
reading
beginning
teaching
Rather, it is intended as a supplement
in a developmental
reading program.
is particularly
the method
While
for students with
suitable
special
it is useful for
learning problems,
normal children as well.
we were researching
this
While
at the University
of Minne
method
to us Carol Chomsky
sota, unknown
was using
at Harvard
University
similar techniques with poor readers
and was getting similar good results.
of
With
regard to the effectiveness
she (Chomsky
this method,
1978)
states, "The procedure proved to be
for slow and halting
facilitating
readers,
increasing fluency
rapidly
and with apparent ease. Successive
stories required fewer listenings to
reach fluency_The
work provided
403

Progress

in reading rate and word recognition
for a mentally retarded student
on five passages
of
the
method
repeated readings
using
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Test

a heightened
sense of
in addition
and motivation.
confidence
Within
the children become
several months
far more willing and able to under
on their
take reading new material

Student read to the assistant. When
the first student's turn came again,
the procedure was repeated until an
85 word per minute criterion rate was

own."

the

What is the procedure?
The method consists

of rereading a
several
short, meaningful
passage
level of
times until a satisfactory
is reached. Then the proce
fluency
dure is repeated with a new passage.
in one of our earlier
For example,
studies, children who had been ex
periencing great difficulty in learning
to read were instructed to select easy
to
of interest
stories which were
them. Then, depending on the reading
skill of the student, short selections
from these stories
(50-200 words)
were marked off for practice.
The student read the short selection
to an assistant, who
recorded
the
and
number
of
word
reading speed
recognition

errors

on

a

graph,

as

shown in the figure. The student then
returned to his/her seat and practiced
reading the selection while the next
404
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reached.
next

Then

the

student

went

on

to

passage.

The accompanying
figure shows
the progress made by one student on
reading speed and word recognition
accuracy

on

five

separate

passages.

These passages began at tests 1,8,15,
21 and 25. As reading speed increased,
errors decreased.
word
recognition
to use this
As the student continued
the
initial
of
technique,
reading
speed
each new selection was faster than
initial speed on the previous selection.
of rereadings
the number
Also,
required to reach the criterion read
as the student
ing speed decreased
the technique.
continued
The fact that starting rates were
faster with each new selection and
to
fewer rereadings were necessary
indicates
of
reach goals
transfer
training and a general improvement
in reading fluency.
this
Although
the progress
of one
figure shows
the charts for other stu
individual,
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dents were

quite similar.
Since the main purpose of repeated
it is
is to build fluency,
reading
to
to
able
define
be
fluency
important
and
in ways which are observable
re
In the Minnesota
measurable.
was
into
search, fluency
separated
of word
two components?accuracy
While
and
reading
speed.
recognition
are important, for
both components
of building fluency,
speed
purposes
was emphasized.
speed over accu
Why emphasize
racy? There appears to be a trade-off
between accuracy and speed. If 100%
word recognition accuracy is required
before the student can move on to a
new passage,
the student becomes
a mistake,
and
fearful of making
of
the
pace
reading
consequently
slows down. In fact, ifwe overempha
we tend to impede
size accuracy,
for purposes of
fluency. Therefore,
speed rather than
building fluency,
accuracy should be stressed.
can be done
readings
Repeated
either with or without audio support.
If audio support is used, the student
reads the passage silently while listen
ing to the tape recorded narration
over earphones. After a number of
the audio support is no
rereadings,
longer necessary and the student reads
the story without help.
to
are additional
There
factors
consider regarding the use of repeated
readings. So that students will under
stand why rereading is done, we have
involved them in a discussion of how
athletes develop skill at their sports.
This discussion
brings out the fact
time
that athletes spend considerable
basic
skills
until
they
practicing
at
develop
speed and smoothness
their activity. Repeated
readings uses
this same type of practice.
Some teachers who are considering
using repeated readings are concerned
that the method will lead to student
boredom. On the contrary, we found
that the students were excited by the
gains they made in fluency. Similarly,

(1978) has found that begin
are very interested
in
readers
ning
at the skills necessary
for
working
text.
helping them to comprehend
While
it is not essential that each
student keep an individual reading
record of the type in the figure, we
found it to be an excellent motivating
the graph, gains can
device. Without
at times go unnoticed.
The graph
provides visible proof of progress. Of

Amarel

course,

a

tape

recording

can

show

from an early to a later
improvement
and
is useful for showing
reading
gains in fluency to students and their
parents.

What about comprehension?
Teachers may wonder what role
plays in the rereading
comprehension
method. Repeated
reading is amean
ingful task in that the students are
in con
reading interesting material
text. Comprehension
be
may
poor
with the first reading of the text, but
the
with each additional
rereading,
student is better able to comprehend
to
the decoding
barrier
because
over
is
comprehension
gradually
come. As less attention
is required
for decoding, more attention becomes
for comprehension.
Thus
available
and
rereading both builds fluency
enhances comprehension.
One addi
for building com
tional technique
to
ask the student a
is
prehension
different
comprehension
question
with each rereading of the story.
to be read
The amount of material
depends on the student's skill. Gener
ally the passage should be short. At
our early experimental
Minnesota
work was done with mentally
retard
ed students without
audio support.
These students had extremely poor
reading skills, and we started them
on passages of about 50 words. As
in reading skills, the
they gained
increased to
length of the passages
200 words.
In other studies, students of average
intelligence who were word-by-word
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readers were given passages of about
200 words. These passages
usually
came from a book the student had
selected, which was broken into short
Once

passages.

mastery

on

one

short

was reached,
of the book

the next short
was used for
practice. By breaking a longer story
into parts and mastering one part at a
time before moving
on, the student
experiences
relatively frequent suc

passage
section

cesses.

Other students in the class, teacher
aides, and parents can be used to help
with
readings. They can
repeated
listen to students read, record word
recognition errors and time, and help
with words
the students
need to
learn. In other words,
while
the
teacher
is giving directed
reading
instruction to one group of students,
other students, either on their own or
can be
the aid of others,
with
practicing

repeated

readings.

rationale
Theoretical
The
emerged
rereading method
largely from the teaching implications
informa
of the theory of automatic
in reading (LaBerge
tion processing
to
and Samuels
1974). According
a
reader
fluent
theory,
automaticity
text automatically?that
decodes
is,
attention?thus
without
leaving at
tention free to be used for compre
hension.
readers, on the
Beginning
in
other hand, are nonautomatic
is
since attention
their decoding
the
Because
beginning
required.
it is
is on decoding,
reader's attention
not immediately
for com
available
the process
thus making
prehension,
more difficult
of deriving meaning
and

slower.

of
the problem
In approaching
how teachers can help students devel
op fluent reading skills, we traced the
of word
recognition
development
skill through its three levels. The first
level is what may be called the non
accurate stage. The student has great
in recognizing words, even
difficulty
406
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when

a reasonable

amount

of time is

provided.
level is the accuracy
The next
stage. The student is able to recognize
with
but
accuracy
printed words
attention
is required. When
listening
to the oral reading of a student who is
at

the

accuracy

stage,

one

notes

that

the reading is rather slow and halting,
without expression,
and despite high
word
there
accuracy,
recognition
be
may
poor comprehension.
level
The third and most advanced
is what we call the automatic
stage.
At the automatic
stage, the student is
able to recognize
the printed words
without
attention. The oral reading
of a student at the automatic
stage is
characterized
ap
by a rate which
or may
even be faster
proximates
is
than speaking
rate, the reading
and if the material
is
with expression,
familiar, the student should be able
to comprehend while reading aloud.
we do not have tests
Currently
use which
for classroom
suitable
tell us if a student is at the
would
automaticity

stage,

so

we

have

to

settle for what may be called indica
tors of automaticity.
Fortunately,
several research studies suggest that
speed of response may be used as an
indicator of automaticity
(LaBerge
and Lesgold
1976,
1973, Perfetti
and Samuels
McCormick
1976).
Teachers can do two things to help
in word
students achieve automaticity
recognition.
They can give instruc
tion on how to recognize words at the
level. Second,
accuracy
they can
the
time
and
the
motivation
provide
so that the student will practice these
skills until they
word
recognition
One
become
automatic.
important
function of repeated reading is that it
to
the practice
needed
provides
become

automatic.

had to be
Several other questions
of the
dealt with in the development
in which
project. Are there activities
extremely high levels of performance
are required?
If there are such
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activities, are the methods of training
different from those used in teaching
reading? The answers to these ques
tions led directly to the development
of repeated reading.
Compare with music, sports
Two general areas in which high
are required
levels of performance
come immediately
to mind:
sports
and music. In sports such as football,
soccer, boxing, and wrestling, moves
must
be made
rapidly and auto
matically.
is somewhat different
Musicianship
from sports but bears many similari
is faced
ties to reading. The musician
with a text comprised of notes. The
is not just the mechanical
goal
rendition of sounds indicated by the
notes, but rather the rendering of
those printed notes with fluency and
must be done
expression. Decoding
so
the
that
mind of the
automatically
is free to play the score with
musician
emotion and feeling.
the methods
When
comparing
used to train athletes and musicians
to those used in reading, one notes an
important difference. Both in athletics
the beginning
student is
and music,
given a small unit of activity and this
unit is practiced over and over until it
ismastered. At the risk of overgener
alizing, in contrast, we in reading are
too eager to have children
often
cover

a

year's

work

in a year's

time,

so that some children,
especially
those having difficulty with reading,
are moved
too rapidly through a
never
book,
having mastered a single
What
page.
repeated readings does is
to give the student the opportunity
to
master
the material
before moving
on.

the theoretical
side of
Leaving
repeated reading, let us examine how
versions of this method were used in
cen
In seventeenth
early schooling.
tury America and Europe, the books
for reading
used
fre
instruction
familiar material,
quently contained

some of which
the student could
but could not
recite from memory
used
read. For example, hornbooks,
in 17th century America,
introduced
reading through the use of prayers
and verses already familiar to the
children (Meyer 1957, p. 34). Com
mon prayers were also included in
Primer
The New England
(Ford
1899, p. 13).
text used
Another
teaching reading was

frequently for
the catechism

1904, p.
(Littlefield
106). Young
Puritans memorized
the catechism at
home, and later at school reading
was taught by having them read from
the catechism. In Europe, school was
often taught by the local priest, who
of the cate
integrated memorization
chism with reading.
Small (1914, p. 366) reports the
Bible was one of the most popular
texts. In a religious age, many of the
Bible stories were already familiar to
the children. The teacher would then
have skilled readers repeatedly read
the same Bible passage orally until
the less skilled had learned the words.
In each of the cases mentioned,
the
children were introduced to reading
with material which was known to
a
them, and they read the material
number of times until they were able
to read the words with some degree
of fluency.
Recent reports of methods used by
Heckelman
(1969) and Hollingsworth
(1970) superficially resemble repeated
reading. Their "listening while read
to increase
ing" technique attempts
in slow readers.
reading fluency
their students
read new
However,
at each listening
material
session
instead of concentrating on a particu
lar passage until mastery was reached.
Recent studies using repeated read
ing have produced interesting results.
Gonzales
and Elijah
(1975) had
students who were at the third grade
reading level read the same passage
twice. The researchers found that the
second reading had 3.3% fewer errors
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than the first reading. This improve
ment was equivalent
to the second
at
the
instructional
reading's being
level of difficulty whereas
the first
level.
reading was at the frustration
In another study, Terry (1974) had
college students read Reader's Digest
stories typed in mirror-image
print.
the first
that while
She reported
reading was painfully slow with poor
for most
students,
comprehension
both speed and accuracy
improved
several readings. After a
following
week of repeated
reading practice
using a new story each day, the
rate was as high as it
comprehension
was for stories typed in regular print.
It should be pointed out in closing
that a carefully designed
empirical
study of repeated readings (Dahl and
Samuels
1976) was done with ele
school
children who were
mentary
the poorest readers in the school but
who were of normal
intelligence.
When repeated readings were used as
an adjunct
to regular
instruction,
significant gains were made over the
control group in both comprehension
and reading speed.
The theoretical and empirical evi
dence in this article leads us to believe
that the method of repeated readings
deserves to be more widely used as a
for building
in
fluency
technique
reading.
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Samuels, director of the Minnesota
at the
Research
Reading
Project
Minnesota,
University of
Minneapo
lis, is coeditor of Reading Research
a Fellow with the Ameri
Quarterly,
can Psychological
and
Association,
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of the
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